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[Copy.]

Andeeton's Hotel,

162, Fleet Street, E.G.,

London, March ^\st, 1890.

E. N. Robinson, Esq.,

24, Austin Friars, E.G.

Dear Si it,

—

Our accidental meeting on Friday last, and the sight of
" Temescal Tin Ore " that you showed me, carries me back to the

days of '68 and '69, when we took possession of the San Jacinto

Rancho and commenced work on the then little known, but now the

much talked about. Tin deposits of Temescal, and I am soitj my
engagements for Friday made our interview so brief.

I have thought of that property many times in my travels, for

everywhere there is more or less talk of tin in one way or the other.

I have travelled much since I saw you last, and am lately returned

from South Africa, after a residence there of over two years. I have
often wondered if you had succeeded in substantiating your claims

and proprietorship to that grand Estate, with all its mineral wealth,

and am very glad to hear you liave.

Many changes have taken place in that part of California since I

left the " Old Stone House," over 20 years ago. Riverside, with a

population noAV of 8,000 or 10,000, was then unthought of, and I

could have purchased the land then upon which the town is located for

f 1.50 per acre, which I am told is selling at the present time for from
$300 to |.'3,0()0 per acre, and in my trips in those days to San
ijernardino, 20 miles, and Los Angeles, 55 miles, from the Mine I

scarcely met a person. The county then was virtually a great cattle

range, with immense herds grazing in all directions. I am told that

grazing lands arc scarce now, and that Railways surround the Estate,

and that the tin property can be reached in a palace car—while—in

our day, it was on nmle back or on foot.

Then Los Angeles claimed less than 10,000 inhabitants, and New
San Diego less than 100, and now I am told the former has over

80,000 and the latter 40,000 in population. What a change for so

ishort a period . Did you ever speculate on what the opening up of the

Tin mines on the San Jacinto Estate in the manner their extent and
richness warrants, will add to the population and value of the country
surrounding it ? I am aware of your decided views regarding the

immense future of the San Jacinto Estate at large, and I also know
that it was through your exertions, combined with those of our old

friend Edward Conway, that the tin deposits were proved to be what
they are, and yet I do not think you appreciate its full value as a tin

property, independent of its great value as an agricultural proposition as

well as I do.

All that you say, and have said in your Reports, and I think I

have seen them all, 1 fully endorse. I consider Mr. Mathey's, Captain
Graze's, and Mr. Francis's Reports conservative, and their conclusions

qtiite within the possibilities of the property. Their examinations
were confined to a limited time, while my knowledge and information



of the property, and the Cajalco lode in particular, springs from a

daily contact with same in practical mining work, and from daily tests

of the ore and lode in all places for over one year.

From full enquiries made by you regarding my capabilities, before

I assisted you in the opening out of the Cajalco lode, you know that I

have been engaged in mining from boyhood, and many years of my
early life were spent in practical work among the Tin Mines of

Cornwall, hence I speak not from hearsay, for close application and
hard labour have been my teachers in the school of Tin Mining.

Therefore my ideas and opinions springing from experience among the

Cornish Tin Mines, may be of service to you, if so I shall be glad to

offer you any and all information in my power, not only covering what
I know about Temescal, but also what I know about Cornish tin

ores, and their comparative values with the ores of the Cajalco lode.

I do not think you ever saw any Cornwall, or other tin ore,

precisely similar to that of Temescal. I have tossed many a sample

of tin in my day, but never any like the tin stone mined at Temescal.

In yovir statement of assays made by me of the Cajalco lode, during

the time I was devclo2:)ing it, you only mention 48. That number is

but a small percentage of the tests I personally made in the Cornish

way of Cajalco ore. If y n had them all the average per cent, you
name is below the facts. A jain I have seen no refei'cnce by you to

the wire tin that was found in the Cajalco lode, that is to say, ore

containing metallic tin, and, if I am not mistaken, a specimen of it,

handed you by me, is in yom* cabinet of minerals.

If I return to America and go to California I shall certainly visit

"Temescal," and, if possible, climb to the "look out" of flag-staff,

that I see by your photographs still stands on the top of Cajalco Hill.

I erected it 21 years ago last ith of July, to celebrate not only the

day, hut the establishing of the fact that America could produce tin. In
my belief there is enough tin territory in sight of the " look out" to

supply the demand of the United States, Avhen properly developed. I

sliall remain in London some days, and while I am here, if you desire

it, I will with jjleasure meet any of your friends and explain to

them my practical knowledge of tin mines in general, and the

Temescal tin district in particular.

Though the Cajalco is a great and rich lode, there are many
other tin outcrops in the vicinity of it that will yield tin stone at the

surface far richer than the croppings of the Cajalco did at the surface

when I started the work in 1868. The shaft, ten feet deep, on the

"Little Scotty" lode I opened, and it is, in my opinion, the com-
mencement of a mine that, when Avorked, will be the equal, if not the

superior, of the Cajalco. Will you please send me a few copies of the

late reports on the property, and if I want any of the ore I shall take
the liberty of sending to your office for it.

I have carried in my pocket, for over 21 years, a small bar of tin

metal (from a larger bar) produced from the first ledge tin deposit found
in America, and it came out of the Temescal district, and out of the

"Cajalco Mine," in the beginning of 18G9, and the ore was mined by

myself.

Yours faithfully.

(Signed) WM. WILLIAMS.
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GBOLOaY OF

Temescal Tin District, California.

The Temescal Tin District is located in the Temescal range of

mountains, San Bernardino County, California, and presents a large

surface of granite that is in a remarkable degree similar to the foi-mation

in Cornwall surrounding the Dolcoath, East Pool, Cai-n Brea, South
Condurrow, Tincroft, Wheal Grenville, Cook's Kitchen, South Francis,

West Francis, and other of the most productive mines in the West of

England. It is bounded on the north by the Santa Ana River and
valley, on the south by the Temescal River (which separates it from the

Santa Ana range of mountains containing the only coal measures being
woi'ked yet found in Southern California), and to the west lie the Santa
Ana plains, which skirt the northern slope of the latter range, and extend see Map b.

about 12 miles to the " Puenta" and " Chino Hills " (shale), wherein
exist extensive deposits of asphalt ; and oil springs. To the east flows

the San Jacinto River, which sldrts the west slope (in slate) of the San
Jacinto range of mountains (the San Bernardino range lying to

the north and north-east of the Estate, about 20 miles). In coming
from the Santa Ana plains (on the west) and crossing the Temescal
River, you ascend the foot-hills of the tin district on a porphyritic

formation (^gcologicaUij speaking), its average altitude being about 500
feet above the river. The width of this porphyritic belt is about 1 mile, Geology,

and its strike south-easterly for a distance of about 8 miles, where it in-

tersects the slate and shales of the Santa Ana range. Lying next, and
along the north-easterly side of the porphyritic belt, comes an Elvan
porphyry of a fine texture, of a grey-white and rosy colour. (This is

often encountered in the granite formation in close proximity to the tin

lodes). Then comes the tin granite, with its strike south-easterly and
north-westerly, having a known length of 12 miles, and a width north-

east and south-west of about 4 miles. Within this area of granite occur

veins or lodes of capel, heavily charged with tin oxides, or cassiterite, in

a remarkably pure form. There are over sixty known tin lodes in this

formation, running in a north-easterly and south-westerly dii'ection, and
nearly parallel, in the aggregate representing an estimated leni/th of tin

lode of at least 35 miles, the ore being a brown oxide of tin, free from
wolfram, mispickle, and mundic, and the iron present is in the form of

an oxide of low per cent. The ore is easy to reduce, and can be con-

centrated expeditiously into black tin (cassiterite), that will return at

least 70 per cent, metal of fine quality.

The strike of the granite belt being south-east and north-west, and
the lodes north-east and south-west, denotes truefissure veins. These lodes

have a dip in a north-west direction at an angle of about 65° from the See Map c.

plane of the horizon. The deposit has been tested to a depth of 150
feet on one of the centre lodes, and by several hundred feet of levels

and cross-cuts. The lode will average 6 feet in width.

—

on

Resources of California.^''
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SAN JACINTO ESTATE
{•'RANCHO SOBRANTE DE SAN JACINTO"),

CALIFORNIA.

Report of E. N. Robinson, M.E.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

Area of

Estate.

Location.

Railways.

Area of

Tin District.

Nvunber of

Tin Lodes.

GrENTLEMEN

In the following Report I shall refer to Geological conditions

onl}^ in a limited manner—that subject, in connection with the courses

and dips of the various lodes and other detail, being correctly set

forth in the accompanying " Gcohciy of Temescal Tin District,

California,''^ from " R. on Resources of California^

I shall confine my report to a brief history of the joropcrty, the

Mineral conditions of the Tin District which lies AAathin the fom* comers

of the " San Jacinto Estate,'''' as I have encountered them in a practical

manner, covering a period of over 20 years, and to estimates covering

costs of the improvements necessary to develop the district properly.

The " San Jacinto Estate," with an area of 45,126 acres, or 70^

square miles (see Map "B"), is situate in San Bernardino County,

Southern California, 55 miles East of Los Angeles, the largest city in

Southern California, and which, within 10 years, has increased its

population from 10,000 to 85,000. It is less than 100 miles from San

Diego, a city having the finest harbour on the Pacific Coast (outside of

San Francisco), the population of which increased from 12,000 in 1866 to

45,000 in 1888. It is made accessible to all markets by the railways

which environ it; on the North and East by the Southern Pacific

and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railways ; on the West by the

Southern Pacific Railway, and a branch of the Atchison, Topeka and

Santa F^. (See Map "A.")

In addition to said railways, another line, now under process of

construction from Pomona, on the Southern Pacific Railway, to

Elsinor on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa F^ Railway, crosses the

Western and Southern portion of the pi'operty, thus making it one of

the most accessible mineral districts in the United States. (See Map
"B.")

The Tin district covers an area of about 23 square miles, being

more than 11 miles in length (S.E. and N.W.) by two miles in width,

encompassing over 60 known parallel tin lodes (as per records of

district).
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At the time of the ceding of California to the United States by
Mexico, the Estate (within which the Tin district lies), was owned by

Mexican citizens (it being a grant to them from the Mexican Grovern-

ment, issued in 1846), from whom, in 1867, it was purchased by the

present owners (the San Jacinto Tin Company), for the purpose of

developing the tin deposits.

The boundaries of the old Mexican Grants, made by the Mexican

Govei'nment, being roughly defined, this grant, on passing into the

hands of citizens of the United States, was surveyed, its boundaries

permanently fixed by United States Government Surveyors, and a

Patent issued therefor in 1867.

Before this took place, the mineral richness being well known,

many mining claims (over 600) had been located on the property, the

locators of such erroneously supposing it to be public land ; but upon

the United States Government surveys defining the boundaries of the

Estate to include the mining claims thereon located, the miners were

ejected, and some time afterwards legal proceedings were commenced

by them in support of their claims.

I commenced work on the Cajalco lode, for the present owners

in 1868, but suspended all active operations on the beginning of

litigation, which continued until March of last year, when, on appeal,

the Supreme Court of the United States confirmed and settled for

all time the validity of the title in the present owners.

(Herewith, marked " E " and " F," are copies of the decisions of the

U.S. Circuit Court and the U.S. Supreme Court).

The legal costs in connection with the expenditure in the work of

exploration and development of this Estate amounts to over £80,000.

By reason of litigation, work has been suspended for over

twenty years, and the vast tin and other valuable mineral deposits of

the Estate have been lying dormant during that time.

I was appointed as " Mining Engineer " in 1868, to develop the tin

deposits of this district. Finding that the outcroppings of 39 known

tin lodes (assaying from 3 per cent, and upwards in black tin per

ton) extended in a marked form over a large area, I selected a

central point near " Cajalco Hill " (see Map herewith, marked " D"),

and commenced the work of development by sinking on one of the

lodes two inclined shafts, 272 feet apart, following down on the

dip of the vein, at the same time driving an adit tunnel in on

the course of the lode, intersecting such shafts at 45 feet and

100 feet from surface respectively. These explorations extend

on the line of this one lode for a distance of 432 feet in the adit

tunnel and 375 feet along the lode, on the lower level (65 feet

below the adit tunnel). A winze connects these two levels at a point

about lialf-way between the two shafts, and numerous cross-cuts were

Histoiy of

Estate.

History of

Estate.

Title.

See Photo-
graphs 14, 15

,

16, 17, 18.

Development.
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made from foot to lianging wall to test and prove the extent, reliability

and value of the lode.

(See Plan and Section herewith, marked " C")

The total work done aggregates over 1,186 feet of shafts, tunnels,

di'ifts, winze and cross-cuts ; such work being of sufficient extent to

detei-mine the fact that this one lode (of the many within the district),

Developments is of great magnitude and of remarkable richness ; that it will average

at least 6 feet in width, and holds its pennancncy in (>very part

thereof. The ore is a brown oxide, of very high grade, free from

mundic, wolfram, arsenic, &c., which are objectionable com-

binations in most Tin ores. This ore produces a fine quality of

Description ^^^j cqual to the best " Cornish refined." I have sampled
° "^^^^ every part of the lode, as devolopcd, many times, and have

worked the ore therefrom in quantity, on a practical scale, -with

extraordinary i-esults. I sent 12 tons of ore (fair samples from tlie

Purity. Mine,) to Joseph Moslieimer, Smelter and Metallurgist, of San Francisco,

and had such crushed, concentrated, and reduced to pig tin, which

yielded about 20 per cent, of pure metal, in 50 bars, of about 100

pounds' weight each. 1^ tons sent to Taylor and Co., Smelters,

of San Francisco, yielded over 30 per cent, of pure metal. One ton

of ore, taken from the dump pile, was sent to London in September

last, and an analysis thereof by Messrs. Johnson, Matthey and Co.,

yielded over 16 per cent, of metal (being equal to 24 per cent, of

Assays ami black till).

Tests.
^ 1,700 pounds of ore, taken from different parts of this lode by

Capt. Charles Craze, M.E., of Redruth, Cornwall, in May, 1888, was

shijiped to Coniwall and reduced by W. J. Trythall, of Bissoe, which

yielded over 17 per cent, of pig tin.

Professor Henry Jlathey, of San Francisco, tested 18 large samples,

weighing from 6 to 100 pounds, taken from various parts of the Mine,

which averaged over 24 per cent, of black tin (the black tin returning

72^ per cent, metal).

During the progress of developments, extending over a period of

about 12 months, tests were frequently made, in the practical Cornish

way, of samples of ore taken from every part of the Mine by Captain

William Williams, selected by me as the Mine Superintendent (who for

over twenty years was connected, in responsible positions, \\'ith tin

mines in Cornwall), and the record kept of these tests shows an average

yield of over 20 per cent, of black tin (cassiterite).

Mr. Williams estimated that the ore in sight in present openings of the

Cajalco mine would, if reduced, return at least 600 tons of metallic tin.

Notwithstanding the fact that the various tests I have made of the

" Cajalco " ores, and the result from same being over 20 per cent, pig
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tin, in my estimate of what the practical working yield of this one Mine

may be, I have assumed only 15 per cent, of black tin in the ores
;

estimating the latter to return 66-5 y^e?- cent, pig tin from furnace

workings. (The black tin will assay over 70 per cent.) The return

of metal from concentrates of the mines of Cornwall for the past 10

years has been from 64*5 to 68 "5 per cent.

I have manufactured a quantity of tin plate, using the tin of

this district to coat American iron, and it proved equal to the best

imported English plate.

I have been engaged in mining and smelting for over 30 years,

and have twice examined the most important tin mines of Cornwall

(under advantageous circumstances), and have never met in any

mine of any kind, more indubitable evidence of a reliable and

continuous lode, both horizontally and vertically, than is shown

in the workings of the " Cajalco Mine " (Temescal Tin District).

The present openings expose at least 10,000 gross tons of tin

stone in place, ready for stoping, when the necessary machinery

is erected for lifting ore to the surface. This, and the other lodes

of the District, have remarkable natural facilities for working on a

very large and profitable scale.

I have prospected and tested many lodes within the district, and

obtained results equal to, and in many places, much better than obtained

from the sm-face croppings of the Cajalco " lode.

In my extended experience I have never met with such a vast

and concentrated metalliferous deposit as exists in this district, in

conjunction with every requirement for economical working.

Note.—Tin is invariably found in crystalline and metamorphic

rocks, in several kinds of deposits, the most reliable of which exists in the

form of lodes or ledges, and this is pai-ticularly the case in Cornwall, and

the same conditions exist in this district, but in a more marked degree.

The necessary plant for mining (and reducing to pig tin) 100 tons

of ore per day from the " Cajalco Mine" can be erected and put in

operation within four months from the time an order shall be given

for such ; and I am positive (from my long and thorough knowledge

of the value of this lode) that it alone, through its present openings,

is capable of maintaining for a long time an output of 100 tons of ore

per day, and twice that amount when the underground workings shall

be extended horizontally and vertically, which may be done by an

expenditure of 90 days' work. I am also positive that the ore can be

reduced to pig tin at a cost of much less than 5d. per lb. of

metal (the general estimate).

Estimating that the ore should yield 15 per cent, of black tin (of

66'5 per cent, metal), it Avould return (at £100 per ton for pig tin) a

yearly net profit, for 300 working days, of £250,000, on an output of

only 100 tons per day, and double that amount if the output should be

increased to 200 tons per day.

Ore in Sight.

Cost of Tin
Metal per lb.

Profits.
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In my estimate of the cost of pro(iucin<r pig tin I have adopted

the price of fuel as it is at the present time
;
but, with a large consump-

tion, I am satisfied that such cost would be much below my estimate.

Several coal mines are now being developed within six miles of this

district, and an excellent quality of coal, in limited quantity, is now
being mined. (See Map "B.") The output of coal increases as work

progresses, and the day is undoubtedly near at hand when these coal

deposits will supply the whole of Southern California, thereby ensuring

this district cheaj^er fuel, and reducing my estimate of reduction cost.

Lumber and mining timber can be obtained at reasonable prices.

The Temescal River, which flows across the western portion of the

district, wiU furnish ample power to reduce all the ore that can be

mined within the district. An admirable mill site exists, in conjunction

with an extensive reservoir location, on the river within a short distance

of the Cajalco Mine," and wdthin 1,000 feet of a second prominent tin

lode. ]\Iy estimate of cost of plant contemplates the erection of a Dam
at the site named for impounding water, and creating a head, for power

and water sufficient for extensive and all necessary reduction works.

The amount of water flowing in the Temescal River, at its lowest

stage, over the proposed Dam site exceeds 400 inches per day (sufficient

in itself to dress 1 ,000 tons of crushed ore daily). The building of the

proposed Dam on heel rock to a height of 75 feet will furnish poiuer and

water sufficient to reduce and dress to black tin 1,500 tons of ore daily.

To place this property (the "Cajalco" lode) in condition, fully

equipped with all necessary requirements for mining, transporting,

reducing, concentrating, smelting, and refining 100 tons of ore per day,

will require the following expenditure :

—

AT CAJALCO MINE.

Engine, Boilers, pumping and hoisting machineiy,

cages, steel rope, pump connections, water pipe,

mining cars, car track, water tanks, &c. - £4,500

Buildings over plant with ore bins complete, in-

cluding grading and retaining walls - - 2,000

MiningPlant. Air compressors and drills, with fixtures complete - 600

Electric light plant and connections - - - 200

Boarding-house, lodging-house, office, blacksmith

and carpenter shops, stable, &c. ... 1,500

Other necessary buildings ..... 600
Tramway. Tramway from mine to mill, and telephone line - 1,300

Waggon roads to railway station . - - - 300

Sinking shaft 500 feet deep, 16 by 6 - - - 3,500

Tools of all kinds and furniture .... 700

Forward - - £15,200

Fuel.

Location of

Reduction
Works.

Water.

Photogi'aplis

20, 21.

•a

.1
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Forward . - -

The above plant Avill have sufficient capacity to

serve the mining and transportation of 200 tons of ore,

and more, per day.

REDUCTION WORKS AT RIVER.

Stone dam 75 feet high - - - £15,000

Pipe to mill, water gates, valves, &c. - 1,000

£15,200

Mill, with necessary crushing machinery. Turbine

or Pelton wheel, concentrators, buddies, dres-

sing floors, frames, and building over same,

complete, including grading - - . .

Smelting furnace and refining plant, complete

Tools of all kinds for every department - - -

Contingent - -- -- -- -

16,000

12,000

4,000

1,000

1,800

Reduction
Works.

Smelting
Works.

Total requirements - - £50,000

The output of the "Cajalco" Mine could, within six months, be

increased to 200 tons per day by extending the underground workings

at a small additional expense, requiring an increased milling capacity,

not to exceed in cost £15,000.

Note.—The average yield of Temescal tin ores have been about

20 per cent, metallic tin, but to keep within safe limits, I base my
estimate of yield at 10 per cent, metal (say 15 per cent, black tin).

I estimate the daily expenditure for mining, milling, and reducing

to refined pig tin 100 tons of ] 5 per cent, (black tin), ore (66*5 per cent,

metal) from the " Cajalco" Mine as follows, the result being 10 tons of

metallic tin.

MINING EXPENSES.

dols. dols.

2 Engineers ... at 4-50 9-00

2 Firemen ...
,,

2-00 4-00

6 CaiTnen ,,
1-50 9-00

2 Blacksmiths 3-50 7-00

2 Helpers ...
,,

2-50 5-00

1 Teamster ...
,,

2-00 2-00

1 Ostler
,,

1-50 1-50

1 Labourer ... 1-50 1-50

1 Watchman 2-00 2-00

1 Timekeeper 2-00 2-00

2 Cooks 1-50 3-00

21 On surface. $46.00

Costs.

£9. 4s., or Is. lOd. per ton
of ore mined.

9»
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Mining
Expenses.

Transporting.

Milling.

2 Foremen ...

10 Miner.s

40 „
32 „
10 Caimen

2 Tool Tender.s

96 Underground.

Forward

dols. doLs.

at 4-00 = 8-00

„ 2-50 = 25-00

„ 2-25 = 90-00

„ 2-00 = 64-00

„ 1-50 = 15-00

„ 1-00 = 200

$204"00=

£9. 4s., or Is. lOd.

=£40. 16.S., or 8.s. 2d. per ton

of ore mined.

Fuel (at mine)

Mining Supj^lies,

Tools, &c.

Feed for Animals

Superintendence, office ex-

penses and contingent ...

Total cost of mining

Transporting 100 tons of ere

to mill

dols.

30-00

40-00

5-00

$75-00 =£15, or 3s. per ton of

ore mined.

$25-00 = £5, or Is. jjer ton.

£70, or 14s. per ton of

ore mined.

>5-00 = £5, or Is. per ton.

Total cost of mining and (£75, or 15s. per ton of

transporting 100 tons of ore ) ore mined.

MILLING EXPP:NSES.
dols. dols.

2 Foremen ... at 4-00 8-00

4 Mill men ... „ 2-50 10-00

4 Rock breakers „ 2-00 8-00

8 Concentrators „ 2-00 16-00

8 Assistants „ 1-50 12-00

1 Gate tender „ 2-00 2-00

1 Dam keeper „ 2-00 2-00

1 Machinist ... „ 4-00 400
1 Blacksmith „ 4-00 3-00

2 Labourers ... „ 1-50 3-00

2 Cooks „ 1-50 3-00

1 Watchman „ 2-00 2-00

1 Timekeeper „ 2-00 2-00

36 in reduction ivories. ^75-00

ore mined.

Total cost—mining, transport-
\

ing, and milling )

£90, or 18s. per ton of

ore mined.
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SMELTING AND REFININa.
Forward £90 or 18s.

dols. dols.

2 Foremen ... ... at 4-50 = 9-00

3 Smelters ... ... „ 3-o0 = 10-50

16 Helpers ... ... „ 2-50 = 40-00

6 Coal Passers ... „ 1-75 = 10-50

1 Mason ... „ 3-50 = 3-50

1 Weigher ... ... „ 2-00 = 2-00

29 in Smelting and Refining Works 75-50

Fuel 200-00

Tools and Contingents ... 24-00

$299-50= £60 or 12s, per ton of

^^^^^-^^^^^^^^ ore mined.

Total cost for mining, transporting, milling,

smelting and refining £150 or 30s. per ton of

ore mined.

(The estimated cost for smelting and refining the black tin is equal to

£4 per ton for reducing it to commercial tin.)

SUMMARY.
Cost of mining per ton of ore

, ,
transportation per ton of ore mined . . •

milling per ton of ore mined

smelting and refining per ton of ore

mined ...

14s.

Is.

3s.

or £70 per day.

£15

12s. £60

£1 10 0 £150 0 0

Total expenses per day for mining and re- \

ducing 100 tons of ore, containing 15 per / ^150
cent, black tin (the black tin containing I

66-5 per cent, metal) to 10 tons of pig tin /

Equal to £15 per ton of pig tin.

Under same conditions pig tin could be produced from 7\ per

cent black tin, for not to exceed £25 per ton of metal.

With an output of 200 tons of ore per day, the cost per ton will he

reduced somewhat.

The location of this district is all that can be desired ; it has a

market in its immediate vicinity for a large output of tin, and is made

accessible to all American markets by the railways suiTOunding it. The

average cost per ton for delivering the tin product of this district to all

theprincipal markets of the United States would not exceed £1 15s. ; to

China and Japan, £2 10s; and to Mexico and Central and South

America, £2 5s.—and probably less. The climate is exceptionally

healthy and delightful, permitting out-door labour every day of the year.

In my opinion this district can maintain for any length of time

an output of at least 15 per cent, black tin, and the product of pig tin

Smelting and
Refininer.

Total Costs

of Beduction.

Cost of

Metallic Tin
per ton.

Climate.
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Recommenda-
tions.

Main Adit.

Consiunption
of Tin.

Conclusions.

may be mea.sured by the capacity of tlie Mining Plant and the

Reduction works that may be provided.

A main adit should be started at once from the Temescal River (its

objective point Ijeing- " Cajalco Hill "), which in its length of 7,500 feet

will intersect the 10 known tin lodes lying bet«-cen the river and the

Cajalco lode (see Map " D '"), vjhich would enable the output to be enormouHhj

increased at reduced cost for mining and transportation. This adit will

drain all the intersecting lodes, and give backs of at least 400 feet

above adit level. (A proper sized adit, 7,500 feet long, Avould cost

about £2 per lineal foot.) Water power for aii- compressors to work

machine-drills in running the main adit is obtainable at the Temescal

River, near the proposed mouth of adit. The output can again be largelg

increased hy branch "A" from the main adit intersecting 28 of the other

known lodes lying beyond the "Cajalco'' Mine. {See Map D.)

The demand for tin in America has been, and still is, steadily

increa.sing ; all now used in the United States is imported, and more than

three-eighths of the total pig tin product of the world, and more than two-

thirds of the tin plate manufactm-ed in Great Britain is consumed there,

the latter paying a duty of one cent per pound. The value of the tin

products imported exceeds £4,000,000. It is estimated that California

alone consumes 15,000 tons of tin plate for local and packing pm'poses,

besides a large amount of pig tin, and the estimated requirements of

the Pacific Coast for the current year is over 30,000 tons of plate and

3,000 tons of pig tin.

In conclusion, I contend that the " Temescal Tin Disti-ict " can be

made the most valuable mineral property in the United States, and such

has been my opinion since I first became connected with its develop-

ment, over twenty years ago. I predicate my opinion as to the

great value of this propeiiy upon the following facts :

—

1st.—The ores are brown oxide, known as a most desirable character

of tin ore, and the strata in which the tin lodes exist are precisel)'

similar to those of the richest and most productive mines of Cornwall.

27id.—The tin is found in strong and well-defined veins of

unusually great 'wddtli, averaging upwards of 6 feet.

Srd.—The ore is of extraordinary richness, yielding an average of

about 20 per cent, metallic (pig) tin per ton of ore.

4:fh.—The ores are easily and cheaply reduced owing to their

exceptional purity, being entirely free from Avolfram, mundic, and

other objectionable features found in most tin ores.

5th.—The lodes are of easy and cheap access for working, their

average altitude being 500 feet above the Temescal River, and can be

worked by a main adit level, which will drain and open out all the

numerous lodes, giving backs to each of over 400 feet above water level.

6th.—The property has been visited and critically examined, and
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the ores tested many times by reliable and disinterested experts in tin

mining- and tin ores, and the claims and statements I have set forth as

to the extent and magnitude of the lodes, the richness of the ores,

and purity of the resulting metal, has never been disputed.

Itli.—The richest tin mines of Cornwall pay larg-e profits on ore

that returns practically an average of less than 2^ per cent, metal, at a

cost of production exceeding £45 per ton of black tin.

8///.—The Tcmeseal tin ore being of much higher per cent, in metal, q^^"^^*^'

and entirely free of base metal, can be reduced at less cost ton of

metal produced, than the Cornwall ores, as the cost of producing pig tin is

reduced in proportion to the increase in the richness andpurity of the ore.

I believe the day is not far distant when the population

within this district will equal that surrounding the mines of

Cornwall, which now give direct employment to over 12,000 people,

and supjiorting as many more, and that the output of those mines is no conclusion.

more than this district can he made to yield tvithin the next five years.

I have always maintained, and still believe, that the Temescal tin

district will soon be to the United States what Cornwall has been, and

is, to Great Britain.

Respectfully,

August, 1889. {Signed) E. N. ROBINSON, M.E.

P.S.—In addition to the tin deposits, this Estate contains

extensive and valuable deposits of gold, silver, and copper. About one

mile from the Temescal River and 3,000 feet north-westerly of the

" Cajalco " Mine, there is an important outcrop of a silver-copper lode

(see Map "D"), showing a formation at least eight feet wide, upon

which I had several open cuts created. Samples taken at different points

and by different parties, and assayed by a number of assayers, returned

an average of 165 ozs. silver, £1 10s. gold, and 15 per cent copper.

The following was the average of temperature at "Cajalco

Mine" for 1888 :—

6 a.m. Noon. 6 p.m.

1888—January 43 degrees. 62 degrees 52 degrees
February 44 63 53
March .

.

4-'5 64 52
April .

.

51 73 61

May 55 72 „ 60
June .

.

61 82 70 „
July 65 91 70 „
August 61 90 78
September 61 86 71 „
October 56 74 66
November 47 63 57

December 41 60 49

Photograph*
22, 23, 24.

Copper and
Silver.

Temperature.

See Exhibit of Assays on next page.
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TEMESCAL TIN DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA.

REPORT OF HENRY MATHEY, M.E.,
SAN FRAJSrCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

INTRODUCTION.
The Mexican Grant, " Ranclio Sobninte do San Jacinto '' covering

an area of about 45,000 acres, is situated in the county of San

Bernardino, in Southern California, at a distance of some 50 miles

East from the city of Los Angeles. The towns of Colton, and San

Bernardino, the county seat, are located 12 miles North East, and the

well-known colony of Riverside (which is a wonder to all travellers

who visit this land of oranges and honey) adjoins this property on the

North, of which 3,700 acres was purchased from the owners of this

property about 12 years ago. This rancho is to-day surrounded by
railroads, and soon a new line crossing its North- West Section will

connect Pomona with Elsinore, naturally reducing the distance to Los

Angeles by rail.

Mines of gold, silver, nickel, cobalt, tin, copper, nnd iron, are

known to exist on this grant. In 1868 work was started on one of the

most important outcroiDpings of the "Tin district." Considerable

work was done at that time, and the richness of the "Cajalco" load

proven beyond any possible doubt. The propert}- was then invaded

by prospectors, and monuments and notices of location placed on

several hundred promising outcroppings.

The bona fide owners of this vast tract of land (under a United States

Patent issued in 1867) susj)ended oj)erations in 1870 to await.a judicial

decision covering the matter in dispute. After a long, tedious and

costly litigation, the Supreme Court of the United States has lately

rendered the final decision, and sustains the validity of the Patent

issued in 1867. The fact of this litigation has prevented the develop-

ment of this property up to the present time, while in the last seven or

eight years the surrounding couiatry has developed into a perfect

wonder in agricultural products and mineral wealth.

GEOLOGY.

The West and South-West boundary of this property is located

near the Temescal Creek, which at se\^eral points and for long distances

flows inside of said boundary.

Coming from the Valley West, and after crossing the Creek, you

ascend a chain of mountains of a porphyritic formation, and whose

average altitude is about 700 feet above the Creek. As well as I can

Area of

Estate.

Looation.

Railways

History.

G-eology.
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judge, the width of this foiTaation Avill be about miles. The

poiiiliyiy is verv hard and generally of a dark color. Following a

Xortli-East direction for about 2^ miles from the Creek, you i-each the

tin district, which is located in a secondary granite formation. Two
hundred or tlu-ee hundred feet before entering the district, well defined

and wide dykes, of a different kind of porphyry, are encountered.

Instead of being of a dark color and coarse grain, they are rosy, grey
See Map D. wliitc, and their textvire is very fine. I will call this rock a porphyritic

gi-anite, and it is also often encountered in the granitic formation and

in close proximity with the tin veins.

Capt. Craze, in liis valuable report on the Tin mines of this pro-

jyerty, mentions that it is a similar rock to what is found in connection

with the granite of the tin district of Cornwall (England), and that the

Cornish miners have given the name of to this fine grain

poi-ph}ny. He also pronounces the secondary granite the fac simile of

Geology
Cornwall secondary granite, and airives at the conclusion that the

conditions of formation of the two districts, although located 7,000

miles apart, are in ever}' way identical.

As soon as you have crossed these dykes of fine grained porphyiy,

you are in the granite formation, and the tin veins make their appear-

ance. In my opinion, these dykes of porphyritic rock and secondary

granite are the condition sine qua non for tin veins.

Note.—See publication ''On Tin Mining," by Mr. A. (i. Charleton.

" The relation.ship between tin ores and rock of granitic character seems

to be universal, and the most productive lodes are generally those

situated near the junction of granite, syenite, or rock of tliat class.''

On the East portion of the property where gold deposits are found,

the formation is also gi-anitic, but the granite is altogether of a different

nature and appearance, and older than the one of the tin district.

These four kinds of rock above mentioned, are the only ones which I

have met with during mv examination of the property.

TIN DISTRICT.

All the veins and ledges of the tin district run in a X.E. and 8.W.

direction. I "will now describe the most important of these veins

(outside of the Cajalco ^line), judging their imjjortance by the surface

indications as to the regularity of their courses, the distance they crop

out, their size, and the richness of their floats and crojipings.

At 700 feet in a N.W. direction from the " Cajalco" main shaft

is found a well-defined tin vein. At a distance of 75 feet S.E. a vein

is encountered with a regular and strong line of tin croppings. The

next vein is the "Cajalco" the one which has been worked and

extensively developed by the owners of this property, and which I

will specially describv lai'her on.

Other Tin
Veins.
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(Starting from the Cajalco, and continuing' m the same S.E.

direction, at 325 feet we meet another tin vein. The surface indi-

cations do not show it to be quite so strong a vein as the Cajalco
;

liowevcr, it crops out for a longer distance, and its floats are the

richest encountered in the district. I have tested some samples which

contain as much as 17 per cent, of black tin.

Three more promising ledges are met with before reaching tlie

one known as the " Little Scotty," which is located 600 feet S.E. from

the " Cajalco." An incline shaft 15 feet deejo has been sunk on this

vein, showing it to be a very valuable deposit, containing excellent

ore, some samples showing as high as 20 per cent, of black tin.

At 50 feet N.W. from the " Little Scotty " incline is a very large

copper-stained outcro^Dping, carrying tin. It may be a branch of the

Little Scotty vein, but I think that future working will prove it to be

a separate deposit.

About 600 feet from the ''Little Scotty," to the S.E., a great

quantity of floats and a very strong and straight line of croppings can

be seen from the road leading to Riverside, and during my exami-

nation I thought it advisable to do some work on this location, and a

shaft was sunk 10 feet deep. This vein is the only one of the district,

which for a long distance carries copper near the surface. I have

assayed several samples, and have found as much as 9 per cent, of

copper in some of them.

The tin oxide from this deposit is also of a different colour.

Instead of red brown it varies from a rosy grey to a light grey, and

this I think is to be attributed to a smaller proportion of iron associated

with the oxide of tin.

From the " Little Scotty " to the copper tin vein no conspicuous

croj^pings exist, but the ground is covered with floats, and as the laud

is nearly level, and covered for several feet deep with rich soil, my
opinion is that future deep working will show that veins of tin exist

between the two last described locations.

Other Tin
Veins.

Photograph
23.

Description
of Ores.

"CAJALCO MINE."

The average course of the " Cajalco " vein is magnetic, N.

30 E., and its inclination is 74 degrees towards the North-West. It

can be traced for a long distance, and on Cajalco Hill the croppings

are of an immense size, as they stand 20 and 25 feet, high and their

width is fully 30 feet. At said point, and on both sides, other very

large tin vein croppings can be seen for a distance of 300 feet, forming

like a continuous line of mammoth croppings running parallel with the

"Cajalco."

As it is not probable that a vein whose average width, as shown

by all the underground working, is about six feet, could have developed ^'"^eiopmenti
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Photograph
17.

Photograph
15, 18.

to such a tremendous lode in so short a distance, I would rather come

to the conclusion that there are several blind ledges, or veins, running

in close proximity to the " Cajalco," and that the erosion has exposed

theii* croppings on " Cajalco Hill," where they have also attained their

maximum -nadth. I also believe that a system of branches and scarifi-

cations, connecting one vein to another (as indicated by the underground

working of the Cajalco ") exists, and I am confident that this assertion

will be clearly proven by future underground workings of the ]\Iine.

The " Cajalco" vein crosses a ra\'ine 140 feet lower than the summit

of " Cajalco Hill," and from the ravine two tunnels have been driven.

Little work has been done in the one running in the S.W. direction, as

it has been driven only 70 feet. Its face is in vein matter, composed

of quartz, chlorite, clay seams, oxide and sulphurets of iron. The

face of this tunnel will have to be extended 130 feet more before it

will enter the ground under the monumental croppings, where I have

every reason to believe will be found the largest body of ore of the

tin district.

The North-East adit tunnel is to-day 432 feet long. At its

entrance a vein 1 6 inches wide can be seen, and at a short distance in

Cajalco Mine, it Icavcs the vcin on the North side to follow its foot-wall.

At 110 feet a well-timbered three-compartment incline shaft, in a

fair state of jireservation, is intersected at a depth of 4') feet from the

surface. A short cross-cut on one side of said incline to the North

connects this tunnel with a perjDcndicular shaft sunk to the second

level of the mine. It is on the same line, across the vein, and both

shafts connect at about 25 feet above the lower level.

At 158 feet North-East from the incline in adit tunnel a winze

70 feet deep connects the adit tunnel with the second le^-el, and at

117 feet farther, and in the same direction, the Williams' Shaft, 99

feet from the surface, is encountered. The tunnel has been extended

47 feet farther, leaving the lode on its North side.

From the incline shaft to the foot of the Williams shaft, where a

large chamber has been excavated, five cross-cuts have been driven,

showing the vein to be of an average width of 6 feet, and a rich

chimney of tin ore, extending for about 200 feet in length, has been

exposed in place.

At the foot of the WilHams' shaft there is a large body of rich ore

exposed, and no one can tell now how much farther North-East this

body of ore will extend.

Along the paying chimney the vein is at its greatest tvidth. At the

foot of the Williams' Shaft it is fully eight feet wide.

The winze was sunk on the ore body nearly all the way down.

At some 8 or 10 feet before reaching the lower level, the stratification

of the ore vein is nearly perpendicular and leaves the winze, which

See Map C.

DeTelopments

Photograph
6
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still continues to the lower level, at an angle of inclination of about

60 degrees.

The second level extends 140 feet South-West from the per-

pendicular shaft, and at 158 feet North-East it connects with the

winze above described, and from this point it has been extended 75

feet more in the same direction. This end of second level having left

the rich ore body on its South side, cannot compare with the tunnel

above. However, it has followed some feeders of the main ore body,

which contain tin ore. Without doubt the main body of oi'c, for CajalcoMine.

reason given, is still untouched, and remains on the South side of this

level. The ore vein, on the South-West end of this level for a long

distance lays on North side of same, which will be penetrated by the

continuance of the main incline shaft, which cuts the perpendicular

shaft 25 feet above second level.

By the way, the Mine has been opened (exposing the paying

chimney only in places) the exact quantity of ore in sight cannot be

stated. I will say, however, and without hesitation, that for the

amount of work done it is very large, and that the "Cajalco" Mine will

be in the near future a great tin ore producer.

The veins above described, and including the "Cajalco," form what

I will call the North-West group of veins of the district. They run

parallel, and have nearly the same inclination towards the North-West,

and the distance between the first one to the copper tin vein is

about 1,300 feet. Their courses are regular, and their sti'ong crop- other Veins,

pings can be followed for a long distance. Several of them show rich

tin ore from the grass roots, and as they are in the same formation as

the " Cajalco," there is no doubt that their opening will meet with

corresponding results.

OTHER VEINS,

South-east from the Copper Tin Vein.

From the copper tin vein the tin district extends for about

1^ miles south-east. Within this distance (and without mentioning

the small outcroppings) I have examined seventeen regular and strong-

veins, all of them parallel to the " Cajalco," or nearl}^ so. In this last

group of veins are the two best defined ones of the district, and they

show a very perfect line of continuous croppings. I have followed

one of them for over one mile. They are at about 150 feet apart, and

maintain the same distance for thousands of feet, and in my opinion

will prove valuable Mines when worked.
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TESTS OF TIN ORE OF THE CAJALCO " MINE.

I have tested 18 samples of ore from the different workings of the
" Cajalco Mine," and found them to contain

NO. HLACK TIN.

1 28 per cent.

2 23
5J

3 8
JJ

4 26
>>

0 23
5>

6 9 }}

7 8
> J

8 40
51

9 38
JJ

10 53
5>

11 53
>>

12 25 J>

13 14
)>

14 9
)5

15 27
}}

16 22
J>

17 9
>;

18 19

Tlicy were all large samples, several of them ranging from 6 lbs.

to 100 lbs. Lot 18 was a 100 lb. sample. All these different lots were

smelted, and yielded from 69 to 76 per cent, of the best refined tin.

Purity of Ore. I will here statc that the ore from this district does not contain any
wolfram, mundic, or antimony, but only a certain percentage of iron,

and that the treatment of the concentrates will be simple, easy and

inexpensive.

MACHINERY TO BE ERECTED AND WORK TO BE
DONE.

I will advise the erecting at once, at the "Cajalco Mine," of Steam

Pumping and Hoisting Machinery of sufficient power to sink the

incline shaft 500 feet deeper, and also Air Compressors. I have

Reconunenda- already mentioned the conditions of this shaft, which at a very small

cost could be placed in good order and, if requinnl, sunk to the

lower level at small expense.

A good track will have to be laid in the lower level, which

must be extended 150 feet both ways, and when this distance is

reached, two cross-cuts should be run at right angles with the

course of the vein, to cut the jaarallel ones, and any blind ledges which,

as indicated by the underground working, may be encountered.

r
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The sinking- of the Williams' Shaft to the second level should be

considered, as it will go through the richest body of ore of the mine,

and will also ventilate the Mine.

I will also recommend the sinking- of prospecting incline shafts Reconimenda-

on the most promising veins.

Before this work can be completed the quantity of ore in sight

will be largeh/ increased.

LOCATION OF THE CONCENTRATION WORKS.

It can now be safely stated that the " Cajalco Mine," at present

depth, will supply daily 30,000 gallons of water. It is a sufficient

amount to raise all the steam which will he required for hoisting,

2)umping, and air compressors for drills. It is quite probable that

this quantity will increase with deeper working, and sufficient found

for the dressing of, say, 100 tons of tin ore per day at the mine if

found advisable to do so. If so, the concentration works ought to

be erected at the mine, thereby saving the expense of transportation

and rehandling.

The main-reduction works will have to be erected on the Temescal

Creek (sooner or later), west of Mine, or north of same on line of the

Califoi-nian Central railway road. The distance from the mine to

either of these points is about 2^ miles by road.

CONCLUSION.

I will end my report on the tin district in saying that it is the

first time in my professional career (which has been solely devoted to

mines and metallurgy) that I have encountered so many promising

veins in any mining district. Pig tin can be produced here at a very

remunerative price, and with no possible competition. My conclusion

is that in the near future the opening and the exploitations of the tin

veins of this Grant will create one of tlie best jjaying mining industries

of the United States.
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COPPER SILVER VEIN.

At about half-a-mile in a northerly direction from the Cajalco

there is a large blow-out, and an open cut has shown stratifications

which seem to indicate that it is the outcroppings of a large lode.

Some of the ore is very lich in silver. It is located in a porphyritic

formation, and the analysis and assays show the ore to contain other

metals besides silver and gold.

Photograph
24.

Copper and
Silver.
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COPPER ASSAYS. (CROPPINGS.)
(From silver-copper lode. See Map " D.")

Sample No. 1 . . . ... ... 7 per cent.

2 71 „
3 18

4 12i
„

5 9

6 121 „
7 11

SILVER ASSAYS.

(From silver-copper lode. See Map " D.")

Sample No. 1 96-64 dols. per ton of 2,000 lbs.

); 77 2 ... 5-28
77 77

J5 77 3 ... 90-60
77 77

>5 77 4 ... ... 332-50
77 77

J5 77 5 ... 169-87
77 77

77 6 ... 30-20
77 77

77 7 ... 67-95
77 77

JJ „ 8 ... 22-65
77 77

77 „ 9 ... 143-45
77 77

7 „ 10 ... ... 207-62
77 77

77 77 11 ••• 52-85
77 77

77 „ 12 ... 2-26
77 77

77 „ 13 ... 67-95
77 77

77 77 14 •• 14-00
77 77

77 „ 15 ... 7-50
77 77

Samples 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 were assayed for gold, and were found

to contain an average of 6-02 dols. per ton of ore.

There is not enougli work done on this lode to foi-m an extended

opinion as to its future value. It looks very encoui-aging.

GOLD MINES.

I have visited the gold disti-ict, which, under the name of the

" Gabilan District," created eight years ago considerable excitement.

It is located in a granitic formation on the south-eastern portion of the

rancho, and is about seven miles from the Cajalco Mine. The granite

and formation resembles in a marked degree that which surrounds

Nevada City. The surface indications as regards croppings ai-e not

>> 77

77 77

77 7 7

7 7 7 7

77 77

77 7 7
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conspicuous. The quartz lias, however, all the appearances of the best

auriferous quartz, not silex-like and crystalline, but opaque and milky,

with galena crystals and sulphurets of iron.

Considerable work has been done on one of the veins, as can be

ascertained by the size of the waste dumps, but the workings having giotogiapi:

caved in, I could not make a thorough examination.

I am indebted to Mr. Abraham Hoag for an explanation of

underground workings, and results from same.

The greatest amount of work has been done on a flat vein of

about 25 degrees inclination by Mr. Hoag. He had a contract from goM Mine,

the owners, with privilege to purchase, but was forced to suspend work

on account of litigation. He says :

—

" The incline shaft was sunk to the depth of 400 feet ; that he

milled quartz which for quite a time yielded 50 dols. per ton.

At my last visit to the gold district I found a prospect pit lately

dug. It is located near the old shaft, and follows a feeder of the main

vein. The prospector had extracted a few sacks of oi-e which I

sampled and tested, and found it to be oerij rich gold quarts.

The gold district is large, and I have ascertained that every

Winter Mexicans wash gold from the ravines below the croppings. It

is quite probable that when the veins are worked systematically, tliey

will yield a handsome profit.

WATER AND LAND.

The Temescal Creek is a large stream of water running along the

western portion of the rancho. Everyone who is familiar with it, and

also with the sandy gravel formation of its bed, are of the opinion

that if a substantial dam is built at a certain well-«elected point on the Photograph

creek, a fine artificial lake would be created, and a very large and

permanent supjjly of water would be secured, sufficient for. extensive

water power and irrigation purposes.

Several estimates have been made as to the cost of this dam, and

also as to the quantity of water to be relied on at its completion.

According to my ojDinion the dam proper will cost about 70,000 dols.,

and to this figure will have to be added the expense of ditches and

pipes to carry the water to the mill plant, or the land to be irrigated.

I have visited the stream of water often, and at the dryest season,

and at its lowest stage I place the quantity of rimning water at

400 inches. When the dam is built, and when the water now
percolating through the gravel and running on the bed rock is

stopped, the quantity will, I think, increase to 800 or 1,000 inches

(12,000,000 to 15,000,000 gallons) daily.
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Water is selling in this vicinity for 1.000 dols. and upward per

inch (one inch is sufficient to irrigate 10 acres of land), and lately some
sales hare been made at 1,500 dols. ; and, taking the lowe;>t figure, it

is a .safe estimate to .say that the water of the Temescal Creek belong-

ing to this propertv, when dammed, will be worth at least 800,000 dols.

(£160,000).

As this property has not been surveyed for manv years, and as

there is no large map of the Grant, it is an impossibility to furnish

exact figures* as to the extent and size of the different tracts of land.

I will, however, endeavour to give an opinion based on my personal

knowledge of the property, and also on reliable information which I

have gathered during my ten months' stav here.

The South Riverside Land and Water Company are now selling

unimproved colony land at 250 dols. to 300 dols. an acre, and there Ls

on this rancho, near the citv limit of said town and along the Temescal

Creek, a large tract of similar land which will sell for corresponding

pric-es.

The valley lands cover about from 15,000 to 20,000 acres of this

property, and they will bring now from 25 dols. to 50 dols. per acre.

In a few years they will sell readily from 50 dols. to 100 dols. an acre.

The water is close to tlie surface, and I have visited several wells

which funii<h an abundant supply, and they are only from eight to

ten feet deep.

Since my arrival here, in the middle of March, the wind ha.s

blown even,- day from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., and has kept blowing regularly

till some time in Xf>vember, and I am fully satisfied that sufficient

water can be secured by surface wells and windmiUs to render this

valley land very desirable.

It is quite probable that the sinking of artesian wells will meet

with success, and that a large .supply of flowing water would be secured

at several well-selected points on this vast tract of land. If so, the

land near these weUs will be worth much more than the figure I have

placed upon it.

If the tin mines are worked on a large scale, a large population

will locate on this part of the rancho, and the land will find purchasers

at once.

Riverside is improving very fast, and if the population keeps on

increa.sing as it has done in late years, the part of this property located

within the Citj- limits will .surely increa.se in value over my estimates.

The balance of the rancho is composed of rolling hilLs, and of

more mineral than agricultural land ; and as, during six months of the

year, there is .splendid feed on it, it could be disposed of and sold at

grazing land, reserving the right to the mineral.
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I will advise tlie purchasers to have a new and accurate survey of
^

, „ Reoonunenda-

this property made at once. Then only the true size and extent of tions.

the different tracts of land, and also the correct and exact value of the

land, could be stated.

PORPHYRY QUARRY AND FIRE-CLAY.

There is a porphyry quarry three miles from here (on the Estate).

After the rock is broken by rock breakers, it is shipped by rail to the

adjacent towns, where it is used to macadamize roads and streets.

Deposits of good fire-clay exist also on this property.

POTTERY WORKS.
A very large pottery works is now in operation at South Riverside.

They manufacture all sorts of pipe, tiles, and excellent fire hriclcs,

which can stand any high degree of heat.

FUEL.

Coal can be obtained for about 5 dollars per ton delivered at

Mine, Petroleum can be obtained for a reasonable price. Wood will

cost about 5 dollars per cord. The petroleum fields are near at hand.

It is largely used here for steam purposes, and it can also be delivered

at the tin mine at a reasonable price.

CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE.
The climate of the rancho is unsurpassed, and the following

figures show the avei'age temperature during my stay at the Mine.

6 a.m. Noon. 6 p.m.

1888, March (11 days) - 45 deg. 64 deg. 52 deg.

„ April (30 11 )
- 51

5) 73
11 61 „

„ May (31 11 ) 55
11 72

11 60 „
June (30 11 )

- 61
11 82

11 70 „
(31 11 )

- 65
11

91
11 70 „

August (31 11 )
- 61

11 90
11 78 „

,,
Sept. (30 11 )

- 61
11 86

11 71 „

„ Oct. (31 11 )
- 56

11 74
11 66 „

„ Nov. (30 11 )
- 47

11 63
11 57 „

Dec. (31 11 )
- 41

11 60
11 49 „

Hoping that I have covered every point of interest,

I remain. Dear Sir,

With much respect,

Very truly yours,

{Signed) HENRY MATHEY, M.E.

Tin Mine. November 4tth, 1 889.
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REPORT OF CAPTAIN CHARLES CRAZE.
CAJALCO TIN MTNTE OF CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

Gentlemen—
Having, in pursuance of yoxiv request, proceeded to California to

inspect the Cajalco Tin Mine, and ha\'ing spent several weeks in

thoroughly examining the same, I am now enabled to hand you the

follo-n-ing report thereon:

—

The mine i.s situated on the San Jacinto rancho " (estate), in the

county of San Beniardino, Califoi-nia, N.A.
liocation.

The mine belt or teri-itory is veiy extensive, being in all about

Area of Tin 15 square miles, and fully 3 miles on the line of the lodes, the out-
Distnct.

croppings of many of which are distinctly obsen-able for a great

distance at the sm^ace.

The principal workings of the mine up to the present time have

been confined to one lode, upon Avhich an adit tunnel (or level) has

been di-iven into the liill 70 fathoms, and at the farthest end of which

a shaft has been brought down to it, and providing good ventilation.

This lode has a bearing of about 45° north of east or south of

west, Avith an underlay of 3 feet in a fathom north-west. The adit

Developments Icvcl lias been driven principally under the lode or on its foot-wall

part, but several cross-cuts have been put through the lode in different

places.

Its -n-idth is found to vary from three to seven feet, with generally

well defined walls, and is composed of quartz, chlorate, a little oxide

of ii-on and tin, and will produce from 5 cwt. to 1 ton of tin per

fathom for upwards of 30 fathoms in length, with the longest and most

productive point at the east end of the tunnel, where the hill is still

rising considerably, and I have every confidence that the lode will still

improve and produce a great quantity of tin in this direction.

The main shaft has been sunk 11 fathoms below the adit tunnel,

at which depth a level has been extended west of shaft 24 fathoms.

This drivage has been in a large lode, which in places contain .some

good tin stuff. The lode in the present end of this level is from

4 to 5 feet wide (letting out a quantity of water), carrying a little tin,

and looks very promising for the depth, being at this point only about

10 fathoms below the surface.

The lower level has been driven east of shaft 42 fathoms. This

drivage has passed through three or four good pipes of tin, on one of

which a winze has been sunk from the adit tunnel 1 1 fathoms, and for

the whole distance a good paying lode is standing entire in the ends of

the winze.
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Tliere is a lode from 4 to 5 feet wide 8 fathoms behind the

eastern end, which contains some good tin stuff.

In the pi-esent end the lode is pinched, but I think it will open

out larger, and will again become productive as the drivage is con-

tinued in this direction.

I have broken and assayed the produce of the lode from various

places, and found it to contain black tin (tin ore) from 5 per cent, up

to 72 per cent., which may be considered very rich ore indeed ; and

tlie samples of black tin I have smelted gave a result of fully 76 per

cent, of refined tin metal.

The strata in which the tin lodes exist liere (and which extends

for several square miles) is a highly-congenial secondary granite,

precisely similar in character to that in wliich the largest and most

profitable tin mines in Cornwall have been met with, while inter-

sections of " Elvan " rock, cross-courses, &c., are found completing

the geological conditions of the tin district.

I have prospected the out-croppings of many other parallel lodes

(some twelve or more) which apparently are of the same character,

bearing, &c., as the one which has been worked on up to the

pi-esent time. These vary in size at surface from 3 up to 10 or

12 feet wide, and from several of tliem I have l^roken samples of stuff

which have produced from 2 per cent, up to 6 per cent., and as high as

11 per cent, of black tin.

The geological conditions surrounding these lodes ai'e the same as

those in connection with the good lode now being wrought, and tliere

is every reason to expect that the development of many of them would

be attended with large returns of tin an. I good profits.

To the north-west of the present workings, about a mile, there

is the outcrop of a very large lode, and on this a pit has been sunk a

few feet, which has shown it to contain oxide of iron, and a con-

siderable quantity of green carbonate, the latter producing about 15

per cent, of copper.

This lode presents a very fine appearance, and further develop-

ment of it may show it to be of great importance and value.

On the same property, about 3 miles to the north-west of tlie

tin mine, there is an important porphyry quarry, where good stone can

be obtained for building purposes, road metalling, &c., which in

itself will, in the near future, be a profitable business, as new towns

arc being created in all the surrounding districts. Fire-clay also

exists in abundance on this portion of the property.

There is also some 3,000 or 4,000 acres of valuable land between

the mountains and along the valley to the north-western extent of the

property, which could be turned into sources of revenue to the owners.

Cattle and sheep could be raised on the mountain and the table lands

Assays.

Geology.

Other Vein*

Silver ;ind

Clipper.

Porphyry
Quarry.

Lands.
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between the same, while 1,300 or 1,400 acres in the valley would grow

the orange, lemon, grape, &c., in abundance, and to a gi'cat profit,

as is now being done by the inhabitaiit.s in the neighbourhood.

The general facilities for working the mines are got)d, road.s fair»

climate all that can be wished, while a railroad is now being laid on

the noi'th-west range of the property, and will bi; o})encd for ti-affic in

three or four months from now, with a station ^-ithin 2^ miles from

the present workings, and which must lessen the transportation co.st of

material, fuel, &c., to, and the produce from, the mines.

There is a large stream of water passing through the western

portions of the property about 2j miles from the present working,

which, if required, can be utilised for dre.s.sing woi-ks and otlier

pur2:)Oses.

For the immediate future working of the mine, I would advi.se

the erection of a good and sul;stantial horizontal pumping engine of

sufficient power to put the present shaft down to a 50 or 60 fathom

level, from which, at different stages, levels should be run oi- extended

both east and west on the lode now being wrought, liv sinking and

driving in this way, not only will the lode be developi-d, but it will

soon be seen if there is water enough in the mine for stamping and

dressing purposes on the spot, or whether it will be best to go down to

the creek or stream, 2^ miles away, to erect the neces.sary stamping

and di'cssing machinery.

A winding engine should be put up at the same time, and there is

plenty of stone on the spot for ljuilding jjurposes, foundations,

loadings, &c., &c.

Trial shafts (or pits) should at the same time be sunk on the

many other promising lodvs to the south and north of the one now

being worked, when I have no doubt further important discoveries of

tin will be made.

The mine having been opened out to a very liuiited extent, it is

impossible to make any definite calculations as to what ilie output ot

tin may be in the near future, but this I nuxy say, that the Cajalco

lode is a good one &Q.iar as opened up, and gives prcjmise of continuing

good both in length and depth, while I have never seen in anv mining

district so many large and promising lodes ciopping out at the surface

as there are on this property, and these, together with the very

congenial granite surrounding them, leads me to the belief that there

is an immense quantity of tin in the.se hills, which, with proper treat-

ment, can be worked long in the future with great success.

{SigneU

)

CHARLES CRAZE.

June, 1888.
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REPORT OF GEO. GRANT FRANCIS, M.E.

To THE Chairman and Directors,

Temescal Tin District, Limited,

London.
Gentlemen,

Having received your cable instructions to proceed to

California for the pvirpose of inspecting- and reporting- on the above

l^roperty, I reached San Francisco last month, and accompanied by

Mr. E. N. Robinson, M.E., of that city, visited the mines in the early

part of the present month.

The property had already been reported on by several mining

experts and engineers, and, as I understood it your wishes were, that

my report should be confined to determining the correctness of tlie

representations already made rather than going exhaustively over

the same ground so fully set forth in the reports of Captain

Charles Craze, made in the month of June of last year, and of

Ml-. Henry Mathey, M.E., of quite recent date. Further valuable

iiformalion is contained in the statements and report submitted by

3Ir. Vj N. Kobinson, M.E., and extracts from the correspondence of

Mr. William Williams, who was underground superintendent during

the opening of the mine, about twenty years ago, since wliich time

the proj^erty has not been worked, in consequence of costly and

lengthened litigation as to title and ownership, which has I under-

stand, been now finally settled in favour of the pi^esent owners, by a

deci>ion of the Supreme Court of the LTnited States ; but as to the

validity and security of the title, no doubt, you will be fully advised

by } our solicitor.

All of the above reports, with plans and sections of the under-

ground workings, are submitted herewith, and I may say that, having

read them carefully, I consider they fairly and conservatively

represent the facts. The most important of thes^ "eports are those of

Captain Craze and Mr. Mathey. In these two reports will be found a

minute description of the different veins and outcroppings, the

geographical and geological positions of the district, and the accom-

panying maps, plans, and sections of the Mines and district, with

photogi'aphs taken dm-ing my visit, will so clearly and coi-rectly set

forth the position of affairs that it is only necessary for me to refer

you to them for detailed information on these points.

I understand it is proposed to take out of the whole of Rancho Areanf Estate

Sobrante de San Jacinto, which comprises 45,126 acres, about 14,000 District,

acres supposed to cover all the tin lodes.
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In my judgment, the tin lodes extend beyond the limits of the

14,000 acres, and it will be most desirable for the Company to embrace

in its ownership the minerals and mining rights of the entire estate,

so as to control all the tin lodes, and also the gold district in the

South- I^astern corner, and the copper-silver lode in tlie North-Western

portion of the estate, as well as all other minerals, including coal

(should it be found) underlying the whole of the 45,126 acres, giving

back to the vendors, in consideration, the surface rights over the 14.000

Reoommenda- aci'es, but retaining the freehold of such portions of the estate (not
tions. '

_ ,
^

_ \
exceeding 2,000 acres in all) as you may require for the proper carr^ang

on of the exten.sive mining operations that must follow the mineral

development of the estate. You should also own all riglits of wav, and

water privileges, dumping facilities, &c., undertaking on your part to

supply to the owners of the surface such surplus water as you may
have to spare at an agreed price. You should also have the right of

working for stream tin, if such on trial, .should prove to exist, in the

sands of the Temescal or otlier Creeks.

The present owners commenced the development of the tin district

at the Cajalco Mine (which was opened out to its present condition

previous to the commencement of the litigation) under tlie superinten-

dence of Mr. W. Williams, a practical Cornish miner. The mine was

unwatered for my inspection, and I found on examination the lode and

workings in the condition fully described in the above-mentioned

reports.

From the way the mine has been opened, it is difficult to make an

accurate estimate of the ore in sight, as the lode has been left standing

in the hanging wall and cross-cut into in several places. I had many
Assay. blasts put in and the ore tested. I also took a picked sample from the

small piles of ore at surface, which was crushed and concentrated,

and this gave 45 per cent, of tin oxide, such ore is by no means

rare in tlic lode. I do not consider Mr. Williams' estimate of 600 tons,

as the quantity of metallic tin in sight too high, which may be

Sight'"
roughly represented as 12,000 terns of dressable ore ready for sto{)ing,

averaging, say, 5 per cent, of tin.

It is demonstrated by the reports already made, and from the

facts as I found them in the underground W(n-kings, that the present

development of the Cajalco Mine will justify the erection of a mill to

treat 40 tons a day, which would put through 12,000 tons of ore in

300 days, in my judgment, sufficient to yield profits to pay within a

short time after its organization a fair dividend on any reasonable

capitalisation of a Company.

I have little doubt that within a .short time the Cajalco portion of

the property could be further opened to produce 100 tons of tin ore

per diem. Taking only 5 per cent, of metallic tin as the average of

the ore, equal to about 7^ per cent, oxide tin, as a conservative
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estimate (it would not surprise me if the average even reached

10 per cent, of tin oxide), £25 a ton, with the advantages the

property possesses for opening out and subsequent working, shou.ld be

ample to cover all cost of production, administration, and dead work,

to produce a ton of metallic tin. Tin being worth £95 a ton, there

would be a profit of £70 a ton, or £350 per day, and taking 300

working days for the year, you would have an annual profit of

£105,000, and this on a production of only 1,500 tons of tin. When
the long adit level, as set forth in the reports and j^lans submitted,

is completed and connected with the Cajalco shaft, probably two or

three times the above quantity would not overtax the property.

The Cajalco lode has probably been opened first in consequence of

its great outcrop, and from the fact that tin was obtainable from the

matrix in the " float." I consider, however, that other lodes, some of

which have and some have not, tin oxide in the matrix on the

sm'face, Avhen opened out will be quite equal to, if not superior,

to the Cajalco ; at any rate the number of lodes and the distinctness

of their outcropping is unprecedented, as is also the percentage

and purity of the tin stone the lodes carry.

The amount of working capital necessary for the erection of a

40-ton concentrating mill, and for carrying on the mining operations

confined to the development of the Cajalco lode proper, will not be

more than £10,000.

For the larger development of the property, I consider it necessary

that a mill dam be made near a point on the Temescal Creek adjoining

the North-Eastern boundary of the Hoag estate, marked on the map
herewith " Mill-dam No. 2." This dam woidd rcqu.ire to be 30 feet

high. It is estimated that the minimum supply of water would be

500 miners' inches, and the maximum 1000 inches; the former would Water,

fill a pipe 24 inches in diameter without pressure. Now as the

permanent mill-site would be 2j miles from the dam, with a net fall

of say 100 feet, a Pelton water wheel would supply a mill with ample

power, and the cost of iron pipes to convey the water to the mill

would be about £5,000 put in place.

The main adit level, already alluded to, should be started from

a point on the Temescal creek near the mill-site. It woidd require

a drivage of about 7,500 feet to intersect the main shaft sunk on the

present Cajalco lode, with a grade of about 20 feet in the mile ; a

further allowance of 30 feet above the water of the creek at the

mouth of the adit for dumping room would give over 400 feet of backs

on the lodes.

At the present workings of the Cajalco mine this adit would, in all

probability, cut many of the lodes in depth long before it reached the
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main shaft, and if proved to be ore-producing, it could then with

accuracy be determined as to the size and capacity of the permanent

mill to erect. Simultaneously the main Cajalco shaft should be sunk

to meet the adit, and as the adit should be driven vdth air compressor

drills, the power being derived from the dam, ventilation would be

secm-ed for the drift until it intersected the shaft, when natural

ventilation would be secured.

The cost of driving the adit 7,500 feet, at eight dollars a foot (the

price in hard gi'ound) would bo about £12,000. It would take, from

one year to a year and-a-half to accomplish, provided one or two

intermediate shafts were sunk, so as to increase the drifting capacity

;

but the advantages to the property in the end would be enormous, and

the outlay would be fully retm'ned in the subsequent cheapness of

mining and carrying the ore to the mill, to say nothing of the water it

would be likely to produce, which would become a valuable permanent

asset for irrigation pm'poses.

The Copper-Silver Mine is about half-a-mile North fi(nn the

Cajalco Mine. Very little work has been done, but an open cut exposes

an apparently strong lode, carrying copper oxides and ax'senical pyrites.

Mr. Mathey in his report gives the results of several assays he had made,

which go to show that the copper contents range from 7 per cent, up

to 19 per cent. ; and the silver, which is in the form of a chloride, from

a few dollars up to 332 dollars 50 cents per ton of 2,000 lbs., with

small quantities of gold. This vein should be opened upon, and I

consider it likely that it may become a valuable contributor to the

profits of the concern.

The Gabilan Gold Mine is situated a few miles to the South-East

of the Cajalco Mine. I visited the location, but as the old workings

have all fallen in I was unable to go underground. I was accompanied

by Mr. Hoag, who worked the mine some years ago.

The lode has a course slightly West of North, and for the first

200 feet from surface a dip of 30 degrees to the North. The ground

for the next 200 feet was very broken and nearly flat, after Avhich the

lode seemed to take its regular dip at an angle of about 70 degrees,

but only five to six feet have been sunk on it below the broken ground.

The lode is quartz in granite, and runs from two to four feet in width,

of which an average of about two feet was pay streak, yielding 50 dols.

a ton in gold in a small five-stamp mill. A jilan and section herewith

will more clearly set this forth. It is said that 250,000 dols. have

been taken out of the mine from stopes 350 feet North and South from

shaft down to about 400 feet in depth. The ore used to mill about

50 dols. (say 2^ ozs.) in gold jjer ton of 2,000 lbs., but it all had to be

«
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hauled in carts to water about 9 miles off. If a shaft were sunk

150 feet to cut the lode below the broken ground and intersect the

vein, the Mine could be opened anew. One of the difficulties here is

want of water, but it is quite likely that the Mine would produce

sufficient water for a small ten-stamp mill. The cost of sinking the

shaft 150 feet, erecting hoisting and pumping machinery, &c., would

be about £3,500.

The lode contained, besides free gold, sulphurets of iron, copper,

and a little lead in small crystals. These sulphm^ets, when concentrated

by panning, assayed 200 dols. to 500 dols. a ton, and some assayed

as high as 7,000 dols. a ton. The foregoing information I

obtained from Mr. Hoag.

To work the whole estate vigorously, a working capital of about

£50,000 will be necessary, and this would be ample to do all the work Estimated

I have indicated, besides opening up some of the very many other

tin lodes known to exist on the property outside the Cajalco lode.

The oxide of tin is disseminated through the gangue in fine

crystals of cassiterite, in the form of a brown oxide of tin. It dresses Description.of Ores.

easily, and to a high percentage, but it will require fine crushing; to

obtain scientific information as to its dressing properties, I have had

shipped to the celebrated Humboldt Works, in Germany, three tons of

the ore, from the results of the dressing of which we shall obtain a full

report. It appears to me that some high-speed crusher and the

Linckenbach buddle table will probably suit best.

The climate is everything which could be desired. Professor

Agassiz in writing fi'om San Diego in 1872, said: "You have a cnmate

capital in your climate ; it will be worth millions to you. This is

one of the favoured spots on earth, and people will come to you from

all quarters to live under your genial and healthy atmosphere."

Wages and labour are faii'ly cheap for the United States and

good miners plentiful. Coal is reasonable in price and has lately been p^gi_

found on the immediate confines of the estate, which will when

worked make your fuel still cheaper.

Ample water for dressing purposes and power is available and

well-placed, and any surplus water will be a means of revenue to the Water.

Company.

The property has often been reported upon by several mining

engineers and experts, all of whom, without exception, agree generally

as to the great extent and value of the property.

To conclude, it is clear from all the evidence adduced that the

property is a very valuable one, and aside from the gold, silver, copper

and other mineral deposits, there is no doubt in my mind as to the
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Conclusions. great extent and richness of tlie tin deposits. The great area of the

lodes, their extraordinary richness, ease of treatment and purity

of resulting tin, are unprecedented. The property is in a most favored

position for the earning of immediately reasonable, and subsequently,

large dividends; and it only remains for it to have the proper

expenditm-e of capital and labor to make it probably one of the

greatest mining properties in California, if not in the United States.

I have the honour to remain.

Gentlemen,

Yours faithfully,

{Signed) GEO. GRANT FRANCIS, M.E.

London, November 18^A, 1889.
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REPORT OF E. N. ROBINSON, M.E,

Relating to the proposed establishing of Tin Plate Works in the

United States of America

London, March 18, 1890.

To THE Chairman and Directors,

Temescal Tin District, Limited.

Gentlemen,

You ask for information regarding tin plate, and the possibility

of its being profitably manufactured in the United States.

In my opinion this will be accomplished in the near future, and

the introduction of that important industry at any suitable location

in America must result in immense profit to the capital invested.

Great as has been the exjDansion of tin and terne plate production

in England the last few years, the increased requirements of the United

States for tin plates (especially on the Pacific coat) absorbed it.

The fruit, vegetable, oil, fish, chemical and other canning

enterprises of that rapidly growing country, in addition to the

roofing tin, required last year (1889), over 430,000 tons of tin and

terne plate, vipon which a duty amounting to over £1,100,000 was

collected by the United States Government, and, as yet, the price of

tin plate in New York (24s. per box) does not indicate that the country

at large is glutted, though the market in New York may be " dull

"

(as it usually is before and after the canning season), tin plate at the

same time selling at Liverpool for 16s. to 17s. per box f.o.b.

The duty imposed upon tin plate in America is about 4s. 6d. per

box ; tliis with freight added^ would indicate a profit to the merchant

or dealer of about 2s. per box, giving a large aggregate profit on a

consumption of over 5,000,000 boxes per year.

The price of tin plates at Liverpool f.o.b., taking one year mth
another, will average 14s. per box, to which must be added freight

(say Is.), and duty, 4s. 6d, per box on entering the United States, or

a total of 19s. 6d. average cost per box laid down in New York.

Strong efforts are now being made in the United States to have

the duty on tin raised to 9s. per box, and there are many reasons

advanced for the proposed increased tariff.

Over 95 per cent, of the tin and terne plate sent to America is

iron. In 1888 and 1889 (combined) about 800,000 tons of iron ana

steel plates passed through the custom-houses of that country, coated with
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less than 35,000 tons of tin. These facts have attracted the attention

and aroused the great iron and steel producers of America, and they

are now using their combined efforts to protect the iron interests^ lience

the new Tariff Bill introduced by the AVays and Means Conunittee in

Congress lately, wherein it is recommended that the duty on tin plate

shall bo raised to double what it has been for years.

This being done, and the necessary plate mills erected in America,

it would give emplojanent to the labour that woidd be necessary for

mining hundi-eds of thousands of tons of iron ore (estimated at f)ver

1,000,000 tons per year), and to the labour that would be necessary to

reduce the iron ore to pig ircm, and to the labour that would be

necessary to reduce the pig iron to sheet iron or steel, and then to the

labour that would be required to manufacture the enormous amount

of tin plate consumed in the United States.

The tin plate plants alone would require over 20,000 people to

conduct the business. Add to this the fuel, the acids, the lunilxn- for

boxes, the nails for same, and other incidentals, -oith the requisite

labour, &c., growing out of such an immense industry, and it is

manifest what the increase of 4s. 6d. per box on tin plate means for

the labom-ing classes of the United States. £5,000,000, at least,

would be distributed at home in place of its being sent abroad, and

reducing the duty income of the United States only about £1,200,000

;

and if the price of tin plate was raised to 29s. per box, the extra cost

added to the packarfcs, containing the goods canned, and to donaestic

utensils used, would be less per pound of same than the smallest coin

known in that country. To illustx*ate :

—

TJie extra cost of a labourer's

or miner'' Si dinner pail would be two farthings, and a dinner pail made of

good tin plate ivoidd last its owner several years.

That the iron industries of America \n\\ be protected in the

manner now suggested is beyond doubt. That tin plate can be

produced in the United States without going abroad for an ounce of

the raw material used in its manufacture seems more apparent eveiy

year. I have taken 2)ains to familiarise myself Avith what is being

done in this countiy in the manufacture of tin plate, where tin, iron,

coal, and labour are cheap. In America (where labour es})ccially is

liigher) coal can be, and is, sold f.o.b. cars at Trinidad, Colorado (see

Map hereunto attached), for 5s. jier ton, and A 1 coke for 9s. per ton,

and Gray Forge iron can be obtained for less than £4 per ton ; the

very best of pig tin can be laid down at the same place for less than

£50 per ton.

With these figures and the infonnation I have at hand, I am of

the opinion that a tin-plate mill can be placed in operation within six

m.onths, at many places in the United States between the Atlantic and
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the Pacific Oceans, and on the direct lines of overland railways having

branches and connections with all parts of the United States, British

Columbia and Canada, at an outlay not to exceed £20,000, which will

produce over 1,000 boxes of tin jDlate per week (say 10 tons per day),

equal in manufacture and superior in quality (coating of tin) to the

average tin plate imported at the present time. In fact I have

manufactured, on a limited scale, tin plates, in California, of American

iron coated with American tin, whicli was pronounced by expert tin

workers equal to the best imported.

In my estimate for establishing tin plate works in the United

States, I have selected a central point from which every principal tin

market of America can be reached for not to exceed an average of £2

per ton, or say 2s. per boxfreight (see Map).

I should advocate the rolling of iron or steel plates, which would

necessitate a plant similar to the sheet-iron rolling mills that are

plentifid in the United States, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and

from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great Lakes, Gray Forge, or any other

suitable iron to be used ; the cost of foraier will not exceed £4 per

ton, coal 8s. per ton, sulphuric acid Id. per pound, and palm oil or

tallow, as cheap as in England.

The puddling and rolling furnaces, the same kind as used in the

ordinary sheet mills. The sheet furnaces and the rolls for the sheets

being smaller, the sheets are pickled in acid (sulphm-ic or muriatic),

they are then cold rolled through chilled rolls, annealed, again passed

through acid, and then coated with tin or terne as required. This

process, or any other improved method, could be adopted to cheapen

production, if such is available.

Tin plates can be produced in the United States at the present

time, at the following cost, paying the wages of that country to the

puddlers, rollers, &c.

Best coke, 14 by 10 and 14 by 20, for 17s. per box.

Best charcoal, 14 by 10 and 14 by 20, for 18s. box.

225 sheets in a box
;
average weight, including box, 120 pounds.

(Of course the plant would be arranged for producing all sizes

required by the trade from I C to D XXXX.)

The above cost is made from prices paid to the forge department

of £1 per ton for puddling, &c., and 50 per cent, advance on English

wages for all skilled labour which may be imported for tin works, such

as tin sheet rollers, tin-men and wash-men. At these rates they will

earn from 12s. to 15s. per day. Other required labour car be obtained
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for from 6s. to 8s. per day, making up the following estimate of

costs :

—

Cost of iron or steel sheets

Cost of pig tin for coating same, 5 per

cent, jilate ...

Cost of labour in tin works :

—

£13 9 0 per ton of plate.

2 0 0

1 at £1 0

2 at 0 16

6 at 0 12

8 at 0 10

12 at 0 8

0 =
0 =
0 =
0 =
0 =

£1 0

1 12

3 12

4 0

4 16

1 10 0

For 10 tons ... £15 0 0^

Acids, Tallow, &c.

Boxes, nails, boxing and sundries

0 8 0

0 12 0

£17 10 0

or 17s. 6d. per box (110 lbs.) f.o.b.

The following is an estimate of cost and requirements of machinery,

&c., for an initiatory tin-plate mill in the United States, having the

capacity for making about 10 tons of tin plate per day (from pig iron)

equal to about 1,000 boxes per week.

FORGE DEPARTMENT.
Buildings 120 by 75 feet wide (corrugated iron).

6 puddling furnaces.

2 rolling furnaces.

1 steam hammer.

Flooring plates for forge.

Ore crusher.

Housings, pins and boxes for bar rolls.

1 pair bar rolls.

Spindler and pinions for bar rolls.

Standard for pinions.

Bed-plate for bar rolls.

Brasses for same.

Shears for cutting bars, and bed plate for same.

Crab wheels and coupling boxes.

75-h.p. engine for driving machinery in this department.

SHEET MILL DEPARTMENT.
Building 100 by 70 (corrugated iron).

Bed-plate for mills.

8 Housings for rolling mills.
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8 chilled rolls, 21 inches by 23 inches, for sheet mills.

Brasses and coupling boxes.

2 mill furnaces, doors, studs, &c., for same.

Carriage and slow motion for turning rolls.

Leading sjwndles and slow motion.

Lathe for turning rolls.

6 chilled rolls for cold rolling sheets.

6 housings for same.

Bed-plate for cold rolls.

Brasses and coupling boxes for cold rolls.
'

Annealing furnace, for annealing sheets, doors, uprights, sides, &c.

Annealing pots and stands.

200-h.p. engine for 2 rolling mills and cold rolls.

TIN HOUSE OR COATING DEPARTMENT.
Building 100 by 50 (corrugated iron).

Cast iron pots for tinning plates.

Small cast steel rolls 3 inch, diameter.

Lathe for turning rolls.

The most improved pickling and swilling (washing) machine.

20 h.-p. engine for tin house rolls.

Hazelton boilers sufficient for the entire plant.

Boxing house and carpenter's shop, and sawing machinery.

Scales, &c.

Brick stack connecting with every department.

Office, blacksmith's forge, cars, car tracks, &c., &c.

Total cost of plant including

Grading, retaining walls, buildings, stock, &c. ... £17,000

Supplies of all kinds 2,000

Incidental expenses ... ... ... ... ... 1,000

£20,000

Any tin machinery manufacturer in Wales or elsewhere can

furnish you an estimate of cost of machinery from the above

memorandum.

Such a plant and industry located in the United States will pay

at least 35 per cent, per annum on the estimated capital required to

promote it, and only supply one per cent, of the demand or consumption

in the United States at the present time.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) E. N. ROBINSON, M.E.





5V.etcb Map
SHOWING '

TRINIDAD, COLORADO,
AND ITS Railway Connections.

Prop-osed Location For Tin Plate Works,
IN THE

United States of America,
1«90.
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